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INTRODUCTION BY MAX
Dear Friends:

When I established Giovannetti's reputation with MAX a couple of years ago,

a man by the name of John Meredith wrote a well-meaning introduction to the

book, but that task can no longer be left to amateurs. My public, after all, ex-

pects—and deserves—the best: that is to say, me. Writing, like everything else,

has always come naturally to me (many people have remarked on my startling

resemblance to Hemingway: see opposite page) and, as the "onlie begetter"

(Shakespeare) of the droll little doodles that follows, who better than I could be

chosen to say a few words by way of explication and elucidation? Malraux, per-

haps, but one hates to beg small favors of one's peers.

This book is the result of my own fertile imagination, unflagging energy and

genius for organization. It is not too much to say that but for my zeal and en-

couragement, these drawings would still be littering the floor of our studio,

creating a fire hazard. As it is, you will find preserved here, for your amusement

and instruction, a variety—indeed, a smorgasbord—of subjects and techniques.

Verisimilitude was my aim. Something for everyone. And I have covered the

ground, I think, with admirable thoroughness. Are you a dog lover? an auto

enthusiast? a hunter? a sailor? a sportsman? an interested observer of the ani-

mal (sic) kingdom? Then this is the book for you.

In addition I have with characteristic generosity thrown iA a section devoted to

certain of my friends who have rather resented my fame. They need grumble no

longer about favoritism. Not that they'll thank me, of course. You know human
nature. I have even gone so far as to give a special section to my cousin Sam,

who has sometimes been confused with me in the past. We are, of course, quite

different zoologically (Sam is a cousin on my mother's side). Incidentally, a

number of critics wondered in print just what I was, exactly. Their guesses

ranged all the way from a chipmunk to (of all things) a mouse. Well!

A word about the artist, P. L. Giovannetti: he's a nice enough fellow. Pretty

wife.

With love to you all, your
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